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FOREST NEWS

Aloha mai kākou,

I like to think that there’s always a silver lining, evenwhen darkness clouds the
sky. Despite its many challenges, the pandemic seems to have increased
everyone’s awareness of the importance of health, relationships, community
and our natural environment.As pandemic restrictions loosen, it’s as if nature’s
balance is being restored. At some of our sites, we are welcoming volunteers
back and our site coordinators and project managers have been hard at work
throughout thepast severalmonthsnotonly tomaintain, but to improveour sites
and advance ourmany projects.We thank you for your ongoing support.We—
and you—are like the wind-resisting ‘a‘ali‘i. Onward!

— Paul Arinaga, Editor

The La‘i‘Ōpua Preserves: A native
ecosystem is nurtured back to life
The Lai’opua preserves are thriving in 2021. The
Agroresources team has taken good care of the
Hawaiian dry forest in the heart of Kona. This dry
forest has been transformed in the past 7 years from a
koahaoledominated site, into a species richdry forest.

The transformation has been incremental.When a site
becomes so overrun by a single species it’s usually
because it is a powerful one. The problem with koa
haole (Lucaena leucocephala) is that it is woody, it
thrives in dry conditions, and a single small shrub can
produce thousands of seeds per year. The seeds are
hard and persist in the soil, probably for decades. It is
a prolific weed that gets a foothold and creates
monotypic stands that push out everything else in the
landscape.

The first thing to do when restoring an area with a
dominant non-native species is to cut the seed cycle.
The first step is the hardest. The existing cover has to
be removed so it will stop seeding the area. That is
challenging and takes real manpower, especially in
areas that have remnant forest within themwhich one
does not want to inadvertently damage. Itmeans that
all of the work has to be done by hand. The tools for

A young wiliwili seedling already in flower!

He ‘a‘ali‘i ku makani mai au;
‘a‘ohe makani nana e kula‘i

I am a wind-resisting ‘a‘ali‘i;
No gale can push me over.

this kind of work are chain saws, hand saws, loppers. Once the
biggest weeds are cut down then the work of killing the seedlings
as they emerge from the soil has to be done continuously so that
a new batch of plants can’t take hold.

...continued on page 2.
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The La‘i‘Ōpua Preserves (continued)

Keauhou Bird Conservation Center
Discovery Forest Welcomes You Back
Aloha!

So far this year I have been busy controlling
invasive species, keeping our fence clear of
fallen debris, collecting seed and propagating
seedlings for restoration of our stewardship
areas.

As soon as ʻAlalā nesting season is over we
have plans to prepare more areas for
reforestation.

On July 2nd, we hosted our first group at the
KeauhouBirdConservationCenterDiscovery
Forest since the pandemic started.

Looking forward to sharing this special place
again!

Mahalo,

— Iwikauikaua Joaquin, Site Manager,
Keauhou Bird Conservation Center
Discovery Forest

“The existing native plants in
the area are “released”—they

can now compete.

Ohe makai tree standing tall.

Our crews work diligently and consistently to keep the area
cleared of non-natives so we can do the exciting work of
planting and re-establishing the native diversity in the area.
When the areas are cleared the woodyweeds (minus seed pods)
are chipped and used as mulch for the plantings. The existing
native plants in the area are “released”—they can now compete
and thus show signs of active growth. Similarly, the new
outplanted seedlings have a chance to become established. In
the case of this ecosystem, the species diversity is returning to
a rich ecosystem of at least 25 different dry forest species.

—JillWagner, Ethnobiologist & SiteManager, Future Forests
Nursery

Left: Interns from P.I.P.E.S. (Pacific Internship Program for Exploring
Science) at the July 2nd workday. Right: ‘a‘ali‘i (Dodonaea viscosa).



Hawaii’s WoodshowTM, Na La‘au O Hawai‘i, sponsored
by Hawaii Forest Industry Association (HFIA), is unique
in its historical challenge to woodworkers and artists in
wood to recognize, source and employ woods from
among the hundreds of tree species that have been planted
in Hawaii. Hawaii endemic* woods are NOT allowed,
with the exception of Acacia koa (Hawaii’s second most
common endemic species) and endemics that are the
result of contemporary human propagation (provenance
required). Hawaii-grown woods may be sourced from
local sawmillers, by permit from the Hawaii Department
of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Forestry &
Wildlife, and/or from arborist, landscape, demolition,
private, or agricultural sources. HFIA requests
provenance and proper identification of all woods used
and disallows work that uses non-complying wood.

Hawaii’s Woodshow celebrates the positive role that
well-managed forests play in sustainably providing
Hawaii residents with a range of cultural, ecological and
economic benefits. The quality woodwork displayed at
the exhibition brings the forest into our imagination and
our homes.

Create, Enter, Visit, Purchase, Appreciate. Be part of our
story.

• NATIVE plants include:
• ENDEMIC PLANTS came before humans and evolved
to forms unique to Hawai‘i.
• INDIGENOUS PLANTS came independent of human
assistance but exist elsewhere in the same form seen
here.
• CANOE PLANTS were introduced by the Polynesian
explorers who gave Hawai‘i its name.

• INTRODUCEDPLANTSare plants brought toHawai‘i
for a variety of purposes including afforestation, timber,
agriculture, horticulture, and perhaps most importantly
for the creation of watersheds.

While it focuses exclusively on Hawai'i grown wood,
Hawaii's Woodshow is open to artists worldwide.

Important Dates:
• Opening reception — Nov. 19. Tune in on Facebook
Live @hawaiiswoodshow the evening of the reception.
• Online Store— open for the duration of the exhibition,
Nov. 20 - Dec. 5, https://shop.hawaiiforest.org

Please refer to the flyers at the end of this document for
more information.

— The Woodshow Team
http://woodshow.hawaiiforest.org

Hawaii's Woodshow 2021: Another Exciting Year Ahead!

Pana‘ewa Zoo Discovery Forest:
Re-opening!

Alalā are finally in their cages and big construction projects are
close to conclusion. Pana‘ewa Zoo along with the Discovery
Forest opens July 19! Mahalo to Mikiala Taylor, Kawehi
Young and Emily Boyd for helping to mālama the exhibit and
for donating plants. We are excited to be getting back into the
flow with volunteers. Please contact us if you are interested in
volunteering with the exhibit.

— Mika Gallardo, Site Coordinator

https://shop.hawaiiforest.org
http://woodshow.hawaiiforest.org


From Ka Pilina Poina Ole director, Kuulei Keakealani,
connecting mauka to makai:

This is the big change from virtual and distance learning to
rolling out the first in-person class at the shoreline program.
The First group reopening after COVID was the 4th grade
Kanu O Ka ‘Āina class, and extra special to also be my
daughter Kaioʻs class. Supercharged to experience
connections again, to have children again. It may sound
strange, but place seemed to be reacting in pleasurable way.
Energetic to reconnect all of us and appreciate in such deeply
moving ways.

From Aloha ‘Āina Ka‘ūpūlehu director, Wilds Pihanui
Brawner:

Year of Aloha ‘Āina and rejuvenation. This is the first time
site staff has ever observed naturally regenerating Uhiuhi
seedlings produce flowers and fruit! These would be
considered F1 seedlings (the first filial generation) from the
now deceased kupuna tree, Uhiuhi #2. The two fruiting F1
seedlings are approximately 10 and 8 years old. Note the
photograph of Wilds standing next to this fruiting Uhiuhi.

From Ho’ola Ka Makana‘ā, outreach coordinator,
Lehua Alapai:

What a year of unexpected things. Itʻs been hard not to have
groups in the forest after so many years of that two-way
nourishment. But a very fruitful year of working withWilds
and the KUPU/Huliauapa’a intern Janali connecting so
directly to forest health and history. All the Ka‘ūpūlehu
programsworking together andmeeting regularly to refocus
and value creative sparks is so important. A year of balance.

From Ho‘ola Ka Makana‘ā director Yvonne Yarber
Carter:

This has been such an important time for the land to
rejuvenate, and for our forest hui to rethink integrated
strategies. So many important aspects of recording and
sharing history and information about cultural restoration
were put on backburners for years because of the time and
energy-demand of in-person and on-site stewardship
programs. And while we have sorely missed the volunteers
and stewardship, important program resource expansion and
nimble adaptation have taken place. Monitoring and
restoration are a focus of the site team. We are reopening
incrementally, teaming up at the Ka‘ūpūlehu makai
shoreline this summer where we take forest sharing to
Kalaemano for Ahupua‘a learning with Ku‘ulei Keakealani

andAuntyLeina‘ala.Weare stillmonitoringCOVIDandare
hoping to reopen on-site forest visits after summer.

Jan-June 2021 at Ka‘ūpūlehu

• 2021 rainfall Jan 2021-June 2021: Five-
month January thru May rainfall for 2021
11.80”

• The Ho‘ola Ka Makana‘ā hui helped the
Aloha ‘Āina site team plant 310 native
seedlings representing 20 species for
monitoring, as well as to broadcast native
seeds from the site (broadcasting is an
efficient seeding technique involving
scattering seed over a relatively large area
such that plants are densely spaced)

• Site staff members are currently
conducting the annual monitoring of
threatened and endangered species planted
within the past five years

Ka‘ūpūlehu: Staff Members Reflect on
Community and Rejuvenation of the Land

Aloha ‘Āina Ka‘ūpūlehu director, Wilds Pihanui Brawner
amongst the Uhiuhi.



From Mea Lā‘au director Keoki Apokolani Carter:

The importance of global wellness was put front and center
during this time of COVID. It should have been there, all
along, but perhaps more have answered the wakeup call that
all is connected. Creative wellness and being of creative
service, connected to place and each other is what brings
resilience. This continues as the guide to our work with this
homeland—‘āina.

The website has been updated with resources and videos
bringing the forest virtually to teachers, students and
community. http://www.drylandforest.org/hoola-ka-
makanaa-at-kaupulehu-dryland-forest

Expansion continues with the addition of more footage that
shows the contribution thousands of learners have made
through the years under the guidance of the Ka‘ūpūlehu
directors, and staff. Mahalo to HFI/A Executive Director,
Heather Simmons for the many years of support! New
signage is also being created to assist with monitoring and
provide visual references.

Wewill be seeing how ourmakai outreach goes this summer

as we consider opening the more physically challenging
upland forest after summer. Aloha and wellness to you all.

Ka‘ūpūlehu continued...

2021 June 17. Ahupua‘a, mauka-makai connections,
Kalaemano, Ka‘ūpūlehu. Ku‘ulei at star compass with
KS Ho‘omaika‘ika'i students and the forest staff learning
the importance of knowing how to read the night sky.
Photo KAC.

The Honolulu Zoo Children’s Discovery Forest is the only
one of our sites that could welcome volunteers throughout
most of the pandemic, albeit in reduced numbers, and
restrictions have been further loosened. We’ve been hard at
work fighting back weeds and grasses while planting many
new and supplementary species like māmaki, alahe‘e and
loulu hiwa. For Earth Day, HFI also offered people the
chance to adopt a Native Hawaiian plant: Nā‘ū (Gardenia
brighamii) or Hawaiian Gardenia, ‘Iliahi alo‘e (Santalum
ellipticum) or coastal sandalwood, and Hao (Rauvolfia
sandwicensis). More info: https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/
adopt-a-native-hawaiian-plant/

With funding from the City & County of Honolulu, we also
created an interpretive guide to the Discovery Forest.
TheHonolulu ZooChildren’sDiscovery Forest Interpretive
Guide is a 28-page resource for docents, teachers and anyone
interested in native Hawaiian and Polynesian-introduced
plants aswell asmany of the native animals that use them for
food or shelter. Using simple, layperson’s language,
illustrations, and pictures, the guide helps explain the
difference between scientific concepts such as endemic vs.
indigenous. It also describes traditional Hawaiian land use

and gives examples of traditional uses of plants for hale
building, making kapa, and making poi. The Interpretive
Guide explores plants as habitat and threats to native habitat,
as well as outlining actions we can take to protect native
habitat. Chapters on upland native forest birds and other
fauna present Hawaii’s rich biodiversity. The Interpretive
Guide can easily be used as a teaching reference for classes
about native Hawaiian and Polynesian-introduced plants,
native fauna, conservation, and Hawaiian culture.
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/honolulu-zoo-childrens-
discovery-forest-interpretive-guide/

Funding from Honolulu County has also supported the
creation of online interactive identification guides. The
guides present native and canoe plants, and plants that are
used by native forest birds for food and nesting/perching.
Other sections profile Hawaii’s native forest birds and other
interesting forest fauna such as the Pulelehua (Kamehameha
butterfly), Kāhuli (Hawaiian tree snail), and the Nananana
Makakiʻi (Hawaiian Happy Face Spider).

— Linda Duling, Site Coordinator & Paul Arinaga, Project
Manager

Honolulu Zoo Children's Discovery Forest:
Adopt-a-Plant and New Guides

http://www.drylandforest.org/hoola-ka-makanaa-at-kaupulehu-dryland-forest
http://www.drylandforest.org/hoola-ka-makanaa-at-kaupulehu-dryland-forest
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/adopt-a-native-hawaiian-plant/
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/adopt-a-native-hawaiian-plant/
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/honolulu-zoo-childrens-discovery-forest-interpretive-guide/
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/honolulu-zoo-childrens-discovery-forest-interpretive-guide/
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/our-projects/honolulu-zoo-discovery-forest/


The Christmas Tree projects continues. I
have a really nice selection of plants that I am
trying to propagate. One is a seedling from
the Division of Forestry & Wildlife nursery
of the Hawaii Department of Land and
Natural Resources. I potted it and have since
put it directly in the ground—it’s doingpretty
well. In fact, I have made cuttings from it. I

thought it was anArizonaCypress, but others
think it is aCashmereCypress.Noone is sure,
but it sure is pretty. I’m leaning towards
potted trees thesedaysdue to theirportability.
Among others, Monterey Pine, Monterey
Cypress and the PygmyCypress are all doing
well. Southern Red Cedar, Monterey
cypress, Mexican and Leyland cypress are
doing well in the ground. They would make
nice cut Christmas trees.

— Aileen Yeh, Christmas Tree Project

Hawaiian Christmas
Trees Rock On!

#GoNativeHawaii progress accelerating with
$10,000 grant from the Atherton Family
Foundation and new team member
The Go Native: Growing a Native
HawaiianUrbanForest project aims
to restore native forest from mauka
to makai by promoting the growing
of native Hawaiian and canoe
(Polynesian-introduced) plants by
homeowners/renters, businesses,
and landscape architects. We’re
very pleased and grateful to have
recently been awarded a $10,000
grant by the Atherton Family
Foundation.Alongwithour$8,979
grant from theKaulunaniUrban and
Community Forestry Program of
the DLNR Division of Forestry and
Wildlife, this really helps us to
properly execute the project. We’re
also pleased to have welcomed
Hilary Parkinson to the team.
Hilary has an excellent background
in botany and conservation, is
highly meticulous, and, most
important of all, shares our passion
for the project!

We’vebeenhardatworkoncreating
the content for the quick reference
guide which we are tentatively
calling the #GoNativeHawaii
Growing Guide. The guide will
enable users to look up their
growing zone to find recommended
combinations of plants that they can
grow that fit the zone and are thus
more likely to flourish. It will also

recommend plants based on other
considerations such as the type of
space and landscape function, and it
will provide sample garden plans.
We think of it as providing “cookie
cutter recipes” yet enabling people
to substitute some ingredients
(plants) in case they want more or
less of a particular “taste”.

While our ultimate aim is a "re-
wilding" of urban landscapes and
the restoration and interconnection
of ecosystems, we recognize that
manypeople still prefer landscaping
that is well-manicured and
controlled. We are trying to appeal
to these tastes, while hoping that in
the long-term people may become
more open to a different garden
aesthetic.

Seeing is believing so we have also
started a sub-project to document
sites around the state where people
are growing nativeHawaiian plants,
sometimes in combination with
canoe plants. We are also planning
to launch a contest so that
homeowners can show off their
native Hawaiian landscaping and
inspire others. Several experts in the
community such as Dr. Sam Gon,
Dr. Jonathan Price, Dr. Noa
Lincoln, and well-known landscape

architect RickQuinn have provided
invaluable feedback and advice.
With this community support, the
#GoNativeHawaii project looks
positioned to have a real impact.

— Paul Arinaga, Project Manager

https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/
our-projects/go-native-growing-a-
native-hawaiian-urban-forest/

We're partly basing our zones on
work by Jonathan Price, Samuel
M. Gon, III, et. al. in "Mapping
Plant Species Ranges in the
Hawaiian Islands— Developing a
Methodology and Associated GIS"

https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/our-projects/go-native-growing-a-native-hawaiian-urban-forest/
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/our-projects/go-native-growing-a-native-hawaiian-urban-forest/
https://hawaiiforestinstitute.org/our-projects/go-native-growing-a-native-hawaiian-urban-forest/




Kent Exploration Award

Hawaii’s Woodshow encourages all 

woodworkers to take up this challenge.

The Kent Exploration Award will recognize the entry that best explores novel woodworking techniques or 
applications utilizing an invasive wood species. It is underwritten by the Ron and Myra Kent Fund of the 
Hawai‘i Community Foundation to encourage creative and groundbreaking experimentation in woodworking. 

www.ronkent.com/oaq.php

There are unlimited possibilities. The requirement unique to this Award 
is to use an invasive, readily available Hawai‘i-grown wood species.

An example of a Kent Exploration-appropriate invasive species is 

Albizia (Falcataria moluccana), a “worthless” wood the value of
and demand for which could be elevated by a novel process (as
that by which Ron made Norfolk translucent).

Artists do not have to be Hawai‘i residents.

Artists are not limited to Ron’s techniqe. Be innovative!

Work can be, but does NOT have to be a bowl. Be creative!

.

.

.

.

.Ron in his Studio around 1983,
www.woodturner.org/page/30YearKent

Some Possible Areas of Exploration

Structure         Furniture Design        Fabric

parametric-architecture.com/
bamboo-pavilion-by-zuo-studio/

ocw.mit.edu/courses/architecture/4-
296-furniture-making-spring-2005/

www.archdaily.com
elisa-strozyk-turns-wood-into-fabric

See ronkent.com/techniques.php for info on Ron’s innovative technique to make Norfolk Pine translucent and 
links to lively discussions about it. Be inspired!
A partial list of invasive tree species can be found on reverse page or online at woodshow.hawaiiforest.org.
The  Kent  Exploration  Award  is  inspired  by  the  late  Ron  Kent’s  love  of  trees,  of  woodworking,  and  of  his 
conviction that artists will find inspiration simply through the process of actively creating. The award continues 
Ron and Myra’s decades of collaborative work and support for working artists and creativity in the arts.

Questions:

Contact Diana Ching,
Hawaii’s Woodshow Coordinator,
woodshowcoordinator@gmail.com

808-489-0534

woodshow.hawaiiforest.org


